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Go to PageDiscussionEditHistory Eighteyes Exel MARKET INTERSIBLEUNTRADABLE Item Description: Named for markings running down either side of its head, although its circular maw lined with zimted teeth is probably more worthy of attention. [Suitable for medium-canvas printing.] Requirements: Level 1 Item Level 290 Statistics
&amp; Bonuses: Repairs, Recycling &amp; Style: Stack Size 999 Sells for Unsustainable Purchases Use Type: Lakes Prime Locations: Norvrandt - Lakeland Baits: Fruit Worm Level: 300 The seven sets of small fins arranged along its length were first considered as eye, borrowing this wavekin's name. Its secretions are said to be
effective against eye diseases-it would seem its discoverer don't think to rub their eyes with the oil of the eye before jumping to judgment. Contribute shadowbrings UPDATED! to the level of fast fishing!? Confused with Levequests fishing? Looking for FIsh &amp; Fishing Pots? Your Fisher Power Level! One again, back in the fishing
holes! Welcome to The Shadowbringers level, for fishing L70 to 80! Without further ado, let's go! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Fishing L70 to 80 – Reminders I'll just post some useful information here for you to easily refer to if you need it. Fishing L70 to 71 – DEADZONEThe first
level of any expansion is usually a deadzone, and Shadowbringers is no exception. This is due to many things, but mainly due to low or RANDOM gear levels. Scrip and above tools – obliterating deadzoneThe easiest way to get out of deadzone is gearing up, and the cheapest/most cost effective set for that right now is Set Landking,
obtained through the scrip. Buy landking scrip tracks: All the pieces on the left are fine. The gun and chest are exceptionally good. DO NOT BUY LANDKING ACCESSORIES. DO NOT BUY FANCY L70 GEAR, OR THOSE SUBPOWERED. AVOID BUYING THE FOLLOWING SETS: Lower Scrip Level: Tackeking, Augmented
Tackleking.Crafted Rods: Zelkova, Ala Mhigan, Black Willow.Left-side: Serge, Ala Mhigan, Yamashi, Gazelleskin, Twinselk. (including augmented and ornate) Accessories: Gazelleskin &amp; SlothskinI would still recommend reading the rest of the deadzone segment as a refresh to the leveling process either way. Scrip gear from now on,
in this guide, means Landking's set. Fortunately, Custom Deliveries and the new Facet quest system gives us tons of scrip to buy this equipment! Getting from DeadzoneHere's all the practical ways to get EXP to beat deadzone. But first you have to unlock your new quest class... UNLOCK CRYSTARIUM DELIVERIESShadowbringers
gives us Crystarium Deliveries, which is strangely called because there is nothing like delivery systems. It's essentially a new type of quest class. Other ways to earn EXP &amp; BEating Deadzone! Keep in mind many of these apply even past the deadzone. First of all, SCRIP GEAR is the easiest way – It's pretty worth it, especially if
you're leveling all 3 DoL DoL There are pieces you don't really want, though... Improving Gear (SCRIP GEAR!) I know we just talked about it, but to hammer home... Scrip gear is the most practical way to beat deadzone at level 70 without breaking the bank. Buy the gun, and all the pieces on the left are good. Avoid accessories. If you
don't have access to the scrips, don't worry – simply continue with the advice below, while saving the scrips up. Definitely the easiest way to get out of fast zone. You can send 12 custom deliveries per week to these NPC's: Mnaago in Rhaglrs ReachAdkiragh and Zhloe Alpaioh in IdyllshireKurenai in Ruby Sea.Each deposit offers great
EXP and other rewards. The obvious disadvantage of this method is the weekly limitation. You should first use these to get out of deadzones, or difficult levels. KEEP IN MIND THESE OBSERVATIONS ARE SHARED BETWEEN ALL CLASSES! Meaning 12 max TOTAL for your character. SURVIVAL MANUALS ARE YOUR FRIENDS.
Seriously, fishing is the most RNG at the top class level. This advice, while useful in deadzone, applies to the rest of the leveling journey. Getting megachunks of EXP on the cast will make at least a little less salty that you can't catch these damn levequest fish. If you're leveling non-fishers too, getting Scrips to buy Manuals is worth it. It
greatly accelerates the FSH leveling process. They're almost impossible to do if the equipment is bad. You can try, but if you don't pack script tools or above, I wouldn't mind. Even then, I feel there are better things to do. Save it until you're 71+. Farming your own fish for levenquests will be difficult to say the least if you are undergeared.
Save it for 71+. Again, only if you have scrip tools or above. You can opt to buy cheap fish from MB (NQ if you are desperate and overflowing on leves!). This is not a bad way to level up, while spending otherwise excessive levequests. Grinding - Stormblood zones &amp; CrystariumStrau fishing in older areas yields decent EXP. You can
easily get out of the deadzone if you grind into any Stormblood zone that you can manage, while preferably using an EXP manual, or having exp rested. This is kind of related to the above, Custom Viriries, as you'll be getting other fish while trying to get collectable. If you are lucky to find them in the marketboard for an affordable, high
price. Otherwise, I personally wouldn't waste time going for them in the wild. A great source of EXP, but it can be quite impossible for fishermen from L70 to 71 - the pool of necessary changes of fish at 72/73, so this is an iffy source of EXP until then. Personally, this can be a bit boring to as you level up. Marketboard can be your friend if
you can find those cheapo. The easiest ways to punch through are getting fish Made Eigheyes Eel if you have the tools, or blowing custom supplies on it! Reminder: Patience II RotationThis rotation greatly increases the chances of landing various collectibles, Facetfish and some levequest fish. that's what I'm going to do to it in this guide
as Rotation Patience. Wait until the GP is full and Cordial has availableUse Pathence II (Pathence I, if you feel lucky) Use Cordial immediately after. Reel in proper use Hookset.Fishing L71 to 72A lot happens upon reaching the L71, the most critical of which are Surface Slap, possible gear updates, and to level up once you have passed
the dead zone. A great tool goes on, Surface Slap prevents you from catching the fish you just caught for the next shot. It only takes a shoot, unlike the Veteran Trade.While not as godly as the Veteran Trade, it helps us a little, given that fishing is really an RNG fiesta. I'll list the best palms and crafts in the tables going forward. FSH L71
Gear Update! If you have the scrip gear, you can use that too! But not all scrip gear is fine. Here's a summary of what your gear should look like going forward. Artisanal means HQ w/Materia V/VI (you can safely unslot them) technically speaking, the tools easily crafted the edges of the scrip gear – but the wether is worth it or not is up to
you. Scrip gear is simply cheaper in that the scrip is quite easy to obtain. If you're rich, or don't have scrip, here's the compare of the L71 tools: !!! There is no excuse for not getting Landking (scrip) weapon and chest !!! ALL NON-CHEST NON-WEAPON HQ L71 CRAFTED GEAR is, approximately, 2 to 5% stronger than their scrip
counterpart. It's really tiny and negligible, but an option if you don't have scrip. But after suggesting the table in the previous tab, HQ L71 Smilokonskin Accessories are a great investment because you can mix perception into them. I'd rather save money for future optional upgrades. Fishing L70 LevequestsL70 FSH
LevequestsLevequestReelegiul ProblemNeeds More EggEco-Warrior by LightFishPurple GhostSand EggXanthhic BassBaitSmall GigDesert Desert FrogFruit WormMapLakelandAmah AraengLakelandHoleNortheast Source River SandSullenXY14,3031,1320,36Slap/Trade?
Glass&gt;GobyCrab&gt;DustfishCandy&gt;SkipperAmount6(18)33TypeTripleSingleSingleNote-PrecisionPrecisionL70 Levequest discussions of fishSand egg felt like basic fishing leve. However, the bait/location causes unnecessary line pulling noises that I don't like. Purple Ghost (triple) felt a little sucking side. The chances of other
spears targets were simply too high, even after the veteran trade. EXP is also garbage compared to the effort required. Farming Albino Caiman collectibles felt much more efficient. Xanthic Bass is by far the best option for leves in terms of common sense, if you can fish them in Sullen at L71, so it's listed as an L72 hole (I'm pretty sure you
can...). Try it because fishing up Xanthic Bass to the L71 hole, Source, was complete trash. FSH Coleable ReferenceLevel Appropriate FSH CollectablesLCollectable FishBaitMapFishing HoleXYMinSlap/Trade? Note70Albino CaimanFruit WormLakelandRift by Sighs3215760Candy&gt;SnailPowerfulABlino Caiman was pretty good.. You'll
be fishing there anyway for quest facet fish. These seem to be so rare, and at L73 you can catch significantly more if you upgrade the bait to Marble Nymph.What do you do in this level? After you sort your gear, farm/submit Eighteyes Eels, if you don't already at Lakeland, Rift of Sighs (32.15) with Worm Fruit. Put your Collect on, after you
can get Albino Caiman collectables too. Rotation Patience is a little strange here because precision hooks in eels, and powerful hooks in Caimans.Honest the above process is a pretty good way to level up to 72. Albino Caiman is quite easy to catch, and try to get as many HQ Eighteeneye Els. Levequests in this level felt bad ... But if
you're trying to use leve... I would advise against this triple levels. Levequest I prefer is Xanthic Bass. Look at the notes in the box. Fishing L72 at 74Fishing L72 LevequestsL72 FSH LevequestsLevequestAetherquakeJelly SaladFull by FishFishFinned EggplantBlood CloudGeayiBaitLarge GigMoye ShripyMedium
GigMapLakelandKhousiaLakelandHoleLes by KenEastern Khollusian CoastSoutheast SourceXY8,3337,2712,38Slap/Trade? Carp&gt;WardenCodCodeCode/NobleAmount6(18)36TypeTripleSingleSingleNote-Powerful-L72 Levequest fish discussionFinned Eggplant (triple) sucks. She loses to her counterparts because of so other levefish
having other movements of value attached to them. I wouldn't bother with that. Damn, Geayi is directly superior because it's a spear fishing leve too. Geayi is great for passionate sperfishing. It's not so rare, and the rotation described below also gives you a chance at a later collectable Little Bismarck. Blood Cloud is a straight catch, and
using The Patience rotation gives you a great chance to snag Bey Seadragon collectable in the same hole! Geayi and Blood Cloud are both great options, thanks to having Extra value in their fishing holes. Your choice! L72-74 FSH Colecable ReferenceLevel Appropriate FSH CollectablesLCollectable FishBaitMapFishing HoleXYMinSlap
/Trade? Note72Weedy SeadragonMoyebi ShrimpKhlusiaEast Kholusian Coast3727135Code&gt;&gt;AnyPrecision70Albino CaimanFruit WormLakelandRift of Sighs3215760Candy&gt;NailPowerfulWhat do I do in this level? You have two options in this level. If you want to fish normally, Blood Clouds &amp; Seadragons. If you're a fan of
curtainfishing, Geayi &gt; Bismarck Rotation is for you. Both felt good, depending on which method you prefer. Once you're L73, stop what you're doing, and fish up the new quest fish - Oyster Creamys. It is found at Kholusa, Kholusian West Coast (14 32) using moyebi Shrimp bait. The Patience rotation will bring you the 6HQ you need
very quickly. If before a reason you are not 74 after sending those, not CAIMAN ALBINO collectible with marble NYMPH BAIT - unless you get lucky with Geayi &gt; Rotation Bis / Bothrio. Fishing L74 to 76FSH L74 Optional Gear CheckThe L74 gun not much of an upgrade from landking's scrip rod. Other body parts, however, are starting
to look amazing compared to their scrip counterpart - but still don't If you want an easier time, and are leveling all the other DoL classes, getting all the L74 left side gear can be worth it. If you're poor though, save it for optional L77 upgrades. But if for some reason you're not yet wearing landking gun or chest, pick up those L74s now!
Accessories? HQ L71 those with mixed perception are good enough to last up to 80, unless you want to hit GP tresholds for collecting knots. This is not so important for fishing. Fishing L74 LevequestsL74 FSH LevequestsLevequestA Cherry-red HerringThe Bride AquaticFaerie FishCherry HerringLittle FlirtLemonfishBaitMarble
NymphMedium GigMarble NymphMapIl MhegIl MhegIl MhegHoleThe Spoiled OneNorth Lyhe GhiahHandmirror LakeXY28,1521.133.27Slap/Trade? Skipper/LoachFear/ShadeSkipper&gt;PixieAmount3(9)63TypeTripleSingleSinglePrecision–PrecisionL74 Levequest fish discussionLittle Flirt is unremarkable. Don't bother with that unless
you're hellbent on the spearfishing. Cherry Herring and Lemonfish were just as amazing. Both were strangely common (well, common) compared to all previous levequest fish. I prefer Lemonfish leve because I preferred to make non-triple leves. L74 FSH Collectible Reference: Appropriate LEVEL FSH CollectablesSome Collectors are not
available every day! LCollectable FishBaitMapFishing HoleXYMinSlap / Trade? Note75BothiolepisLarge GigLakelandSoutheast Source1238865Little Bismarck!? Shadows74Little BismarckLarge GigLakelandSouth East Source1238750Bothriolepis!? Shadows74Golden LobsterMarble Nymphil MhegSaint Fathric's
Temple3426208Skipper/LoachPrecision72Weedy SeadragonMoyebi ShrimpKhulpusiaEast Khou coast3727135Code&gt;&gt;AnyPrecision70Albino CaimanFruit WormLakelandRift by Suspons3215760Candy&gt;SnailPowerfulWhat to do at this level? Wow... so many options... Well, you have 2 mainstream choices here that felt great.
There's no shortage of things to try! Anyway at L75 you get a new facet search, which asks Brightmirror Clam, at Il Mheg (The Spoilered One - 28,15 ... same place as Cherry Herring). Use fruit worm and snaging! They were easy to catch with or without rotation Patience. Once you collect your 6x hq clams and send them, I'll imagine you'll
be 76. If not, repeat any of the methods outlined above. Fishing L76 to 78In the early days, we'll get to do something OP. Expected... Honestly, this is only necessary if you like collectables. I won't go into details as I imagine an astronomical piece of people won't care about this because the L76 gives such a levequest op. While they will of
course speed up the process, this is just really worth it if you're leveling all the pickers. Even then, Miner and Botanist DONT need these at all. It will mainly only benefit your FSH. I think if you're to fail and hang crabs, then go for it... Fishing L76 LevequestsL76 FSH LevequestsLevequestFish for DaysMagic MushroomsCrab
BodiesFishHucho TaimenParadise CrabGourmand CrabBaitRobber BallSmall GigMedium GigMapKholusiaIl MhegRak'tika GreatwoodHoleUpper Watts LranNorth Lake Tusi Mek'taXY27,1530,305,26Slap/Trade? AnyDeala&gt;IrePlecoAmount3(9)66TypeTripleSingleSinglePower--L76 Levequest fish discussionsHucho Taimen is a terrible
leve. While the fish itself is quite rare, there is a chance to hang a future Winged Hatchetfish collection here... It still doesn't feel right though, as the collection can suffer if you are L76. Paradise crab is meh. While there's nothing terrible about this, there's nothing special either, to move on... Nwo... for godly leve ... CRAB GOURMAND is
GOD TIER. with a single Veteran Trade on Ronkan Pleco... GOURMAND CRAB is a 100% CATCH! Welep, the crab era has begun. CRAB GOURMET IS GOD. It is very similar to OP Stormblood trade single veteran levequests. Oh, thank God. No other fishing activity levequest up to this point is approaching. No other collectable activity
can beat this. While I healthy suggest helping Gourmet Crabs go missing – if you're hellbent on collectables... At L77 you have a new Facet search to simply catch a single HQ CALICO TROUT at Il Mheg - Longmirror Lake (13, 15) using Fruit Worm. It was a simple catch using the Stainence rotation that didn't even last 5 minutes. The
easiest 9 million EXP in your life. As usual, finish the trip at 78 with any of the above methods (*cough*Gourmet Crab*cough*). This is the last stretch! Stay there! or should I see the claw... Start the final steps with l78 facet search, Amber Monkfish. It was pretty easy. It is at Amh Araeng, Hills of Amber (17, 15) Bait: Desert Frog. They
started very rarely, then they started flowing. Use the Stainence rotation. For the vast majority of the population who just want to get this over and done with, continue the Gourmet Crab extinction project after you're done with the L78 Facet quest. If, for some reason, you insist on the new levequest fish, well, you're on your own... Read the
details on the boxes above, but I'm guessing most people will be shearing Deez Gourmet Crabs all the way to 80.Well, grats on hitting Fisher 80 – that's about it for Shadowbringers level! I don't know if I'll update any of the final game collection guides yet, but let's see. You might as well finish the L80 Facet quest – 1x HQ Prospero Eel,
which can be fished in Tempest, Norvrandt Slope (31, 15) using Moyebi Shrimp. The fishing hole is below the aetheryte area very close to the city. Other than that, congratulations and I hope I helped you get to level 80 on fishing! Page 2Shadowbringers UPDATED! to the level of fast fishing!? Confused with Levequests fishing? Looking
for FIsh &amp; Fishing Pots? Your Fisher Power Level! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] This sanding levels summary (~ FloatNSHMidge BasketStraight to the ground of grinding. Great EXP152020AleportWLNRat TailCatches many relevant Levequest fish.202326Yug'ram
RiverETHButterworm (night) 100% Black Eel. Just alt-tab during :)232729Burning WallETHBrass Spoon Lure100% Yug'ram Salmon: Insane EXP.273035Cereum FieldNTHChococo Fly100% Grip Killfish. This place is SUPER TO MOONDRIP303131North Umbral IslesWLNSpoonworm(night) Earn a level in one night + quest item
(Fullmoon Sardine)303535 Cape WestwindWThSpoonwormChange nada at Steel Jig - Diving Minnow when possible.353740Sagolli DesertSTHSand LeechGreat on the spot of the table in general. Decent up to 40 if you choose to.374041The NailCCHWildfowl FlyHigh chance of Bronzelake and Crimson Trout. (can start @36) Fishing
Level 15-20Pising Quest Level 20: Hot Water Trout x5 Level 15 Fishing Levequests: Western La Noscea, Aleport. Level 20 Fishing Levequests: Southern Shroud, Quarrymill.Where to find Trout Warmwater? Using Crow Fly in Oakwood (Upper La Noscea), Warmwater Trout is easy to find. FSH Level 15-20 Fish Levequest (?) 3 [9] White
Coral [R]: Difficult to Isolate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail (?) 3 [9] Crab Helmet [R]: Difficult to isolate | Skull Valley | Rat Tail (?) 3 Rothlyt Oyster: Silver Bazaar (WTH) | Rat Tail (?) 3 Razor Clam: Crescent Cove (WTH) | Rat TailWhite Coral is an horror. It's low level, and hard to isolate! Generally, using Rat Tails in Aleport will get you a small
chance to catch any of these. FSH Level ~15-20 Grinding Spotfallgourd Float using Midge Basket is actually pretty good. None of these fish are very valuable, nor are Leve presents for this level, but EXP earnings are fast here! This place is amazing. Be sure to grind a level or two here. I suggest trying to catch the warmwater trout for
class searching once you hit 20, when you can use lures (Crow Fly). That's also where you'll be grinding, so just wait :)Fishing level 20-25Fishing Quest Level 25: Shadow Catfish Level 20/25 Fishing Levequests: Southern Shroud, Quarrymill.At Level 22 you will learn the release. With this skill you can release a fish you catch - tell the
game not to store any of this fish during this fishing session. It's separate for HQ/NQ. Where to find Shadow Catfish? Using low level bait Moth Pupa, you can mooch a Striped Goby (HQ) to get Shadow Catfish pretty easy! You can't preemptively finish the L25 Quest Class because you need to mooch – which is a skill you'll win at 25.FSH
Level 20-25 Levequest Fish (?) 3 [9] Faerie Bass [R] : (?) 3 [9 ] Dark Sleeper [R] : (?) 3 Copperfish: (?) 3 Black Eel: FSH Level ~20-25 Grinding Spots Yugram River using Butterworm in E.Thanalan is a wonderful place, if you have decent tools. It gives eels (at night), Dark Bass and Yug'ram Salmon for the next level! Oakwood using Crow
Fly and Brass Spoon Lure. This place is very attractive if you are lazy to on the spot. Fishing Level 25-30Pising Quest Level 30: Fullmoon Sardine x 10 Level 25 Fishing Levequests: Eastern Shroud, Quarrymill. Level 30 Fishing Levequests: Eastern La Noscea, Costa Del Sol.Where to find Fullmoon Sardine? Take the boat from Aleport to
the Shadow Islands. Use Spoonworm and fish in the north of the island. (Only spawn at time, 6pm to 6am)FSH Level 25-30 Levequest Fish (?) 3 [9] Dark Bass [R] : (?) 3 [9] Five-Ilm Pleco [R] : (?) 3 Black Ghost: (?) 3 Yugr'am Salmon:Unfortunately, this level suffers the same fate of not having a universal fishing spot. There are great
grinding stains for this level, so I would ignore the leves here all-together. FSH Level ~ 25-30 Grinding spots@23 head right to the burning wall. @ 27 head to cereum field with Chocobo Fly lures! That'll be the final grind spot for a while. Fishing Level 30-35Fishing Quest Level 35: Desert Catfish Level 30 Fishing Levequests: East La
Noscea, Costa Del Sol. Level 35 Fishing Levequests: Coerthas, Observerium.Where to Find Desert Catfish? South Thanalan, any of the 2 sand fishing spots using Sand Leech. Easy to catch, don't worry here. FSH Level 30-35 Fish Levequest (?) 3 [9] Black Soles [R] : (?) 3 [9] Sea Pickle [R] : (?) 3 Indigo Herring: (?) 3 Ash Tuna:Again,
Levequest Fishing in this level is a no-go. Good grinding stains and a lack of a non-universal levequest source of fish dooms this level. FSH Level ~ 30-35 Grinding spotsCEREUM FIELD is the king of grinding spots! 100% Grip Killfish! It is much superior to the MOONDRIP discussion that many other fishermen will tell you. Trust me! @30,
you can replace Chocoby Fly with sylphid basket lures for faster Grip Killfish net. Follow us on Facebook for more FFXIV updates! FSH Leveling Navigation: [01-15] | [15-35] | [35-50] | [50-55] | [55-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Pages: Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7 7
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